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It is an open problem whether the entropy numbers c,(T) of continuous linear 
operators T: A’+ Y are essentially self-dual, i.e., e,( T) m P~( T*). We give a positive 
result in the case that X and Y* are of type 2, using volume estimates. This 
generalizes a result of Carl (On Gelfand, Kolmogorov, and entropy numbers of 
operators acting between special Banach spaces, University of Jena, Jena, East Ger- 
many, 1983, preprint). Moreover, we derive bounds for the approximation numbers 
a,(T) of T by probabilistic averaging. The formulas are applied to determine the 
exact asymptotic order of the approximation numbers of the formal identity map 
between various sequence spaces as well as tensor product spaces. In the special 
case of l;, the result was first proved by Gluskin (Mat. Sh. I20 I 1983), 18@189. 
[Russian]) using a different method. ( 1987 Academx Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We recall some basic definitions and notions. If X is a Banach space, we 
denote its unit ball by B,. The n-dimensional I,-spaces will be denoted by 
$, I d p d CO, the conjugate index by p’ = p/( p - 1). All operators T: X + Y 
will be continuous linear maps between real or complex Banach spaces. 
Given such T: A’+ Y, we let 
a,,(T):=inf{ IIT- T,lI I T,,: X+ Y, rank T, <n) 
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stand for the upproximution numbers. 
c,?( T):= infj 11 TI x,,// / X,, c X of codim X,, < n ) 
for the GelJhnd numbers, 
d,,(T):= inf sup inf /I TX ->‘I1 
dlf;lt 5 ,I II Y/l = I ’ t *- 
for the Kolmogorov numbers, and 
a>01 T(B,)G U ({yl} +aB,) 
, = , 
for some y, ,..., p2” ~, E F 
for the entropy numbers of T, n E N. Any of these sequences s,, E {a,,, c,,, d,,, 
e,,} satisfies the relations 
IlTll =s,(T)3sr(T)> ... 30, 
.s,,+,,,,m ,(S+T)ds,,(S)+s,,(T);S. T:X+Y, 
s ,?+,?, ,(ST)<s,,(S)s,,(T);S: Y+Z, T:X+ Y. 
Moreover, 
a,,(T) 3 (.,A T), a,,(T) B d,,(T), 
with equality for Hilbert space operators T, in which case we denote these 
singular numbers by s,,(T). For 1 <p < CD, let c; denote the space of 
operators I,(&, I”) normed by 
In particular, 11. /I<; is the nuclear and 11. I/C~; the operator norm. All these 
facts about s-numbers can be found in Pietsch [ 13 J. If i: Y + Z is an injec- 
tion, q: W -+ X a surjection , and T: X+ Y continuous linear, the entropy 
numbers satisfy 
e,,( Tq) = e,,(T), 4e,d T) d e,,(iT) d e,,(T); 
they are surjective and (up to a factor of $), injective. 
Given sequences (s,),,~ N and (t,), t N E R, we write 
s,, - t,, 
if there are constants c, d > 0 with 
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Generally vol,, will denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure on W. 
By r,(t) we shall denote the nth Rademacher function and by (g,(o)),, N a 
sequence of independent standard Gaussian variables on some probability 
space, i.e., each g,, has density function 
A Banach space is of (Gaussian) type 2 provided that there is c > 0 such 
that for every finite sequence (xi);= I s X 
where E denotes the expectation. The best type 2 constant c will be denoted 
by T2(X). The space is of (Rademacher) type 2 if the same holds for 
Rademacher functions ri instead of Gaussian functions gi. Both notions 
coincide in type 2 spaces, since by Maurey and Pisier [ 121 there is an 
increasing function f: !R + -+ [w + with 
Let R,, be the natural projection of L,((O, 1); X) onto XlZII’i{ g,(t) xi1 
i=l ,..., n, x;EX~. X is called K-convex if y(X):=sup, 11R,11 < co. Any 
space X of type 2 is K-convex, and every quotient space of X, X/Y for 
YE X, is again of type 2 with a uniform estimate 
T2(W Y) 6 7-,(X) Y(X) d g( ?-2(X)) 
for some increasing function g: lR+ -+ Iw+. A detailed account on the 
K-convexity property may be found in Pisier [ 171. For the notion of 
2-convex lattices and l-unconditional as well as l-symmetric bases we refer 
to Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [lo]. 
If {x,} is a l-unconditional basis of X, we let I,(n):= IIC?,, xill. {x7} 
will denote the biorthogonal sequence in the dual space X*. For the 
notions of p-summing operators (Z7,,, np) for 1 dp < 30 and Hilbert- 
factorizable operators (r,, yr) cf. [ 10 or 131. 
The unit ball of a Banach space X is denoted by B, = {x: llxll < 1). If 
dim(X)=n, then B,. will be identified with { y E R”: 1(x, y) < 1 for all 
.Y E B,}. 
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1. ENTROPY NUMBERS 
It is an open problem whether the entropy numbers are essentially self- 
dual, i.e., whether asymptotically 
e,( T) - e,,( T* 1, TEL(X, Y) (1.0) 
holds for all continuous linear operators T. Direct calculations have shown 
(1.0) to be true for certain diagonal operators in sequence spaces. Carl [ 1 ] 
obtained a positive result for operators T between certain Banach spaces if 
e,,(T) N n Pa for some a > 0. We generalize his result in 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X and Y he Banach spaces such that X and Y* are of 
type 2. Then for any TE L(X, Y) 
d- ‘el,lc ,( T) 6 e,,(T*) 6 dec,,jcl(T), (1.1) 
where c = ln( 18 T,(X) T2( Y*) y(X) y( Y*)) and d= A( T2(X) T,( Y*))’ only 
depend on X and Y, A being an absolute constant. 
We need some lemmas. Volume estimates will yield a duality statement 
for e,,(T) for rank n operators T. An approximation argument ogether with 
estimates of approximation numbers by entropy numbers will then settle 
the general case for arbitrary TE L(X, Y). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X be a real n-dimensional space, B, be the ellipsoid qf 
maximal volume contained in B,.. Then 
This lemma follows basically from the argument in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 of Gordon and Reisner [6]. The left volume ratio was also 
estimated by T2(X) by Tomczak and Jaegermann, cf. Rogalski [14]. For 
the sake of completeness we indicate how the proof in [6] is modified. It 
was recently proved by Bourgain and Milman that (vol, B, vol, Bx*)‘jn - 
(vol, Bz)*ln (cf. [16]). 
Proof Let E:= X* and B, be the ellipsoid of maximal volume in BE 
which defines the Hilbert space 1;. We denote the formal identity map by v: 
1; -+ E (John map). Hence llvll < 1, 1111 --‘IId &. By Santalo’s inequality 
Cl51 
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B, is also the ellipsoid of minimal volume containing B,, = B,, and 
u* -‘: 6 + E* =X the John map for X. The proof of Proposition 2.1 of 
[6, (2.9)] yields, using this fact about u*-‘, 
II +P 
2 I/2 *-‘(e?) ) II > 
which is estimated by T,(X) as in [6] I 
LEMMA 1.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with X, Y* being of type 2. 
Then for all operators TE L(X, Y) of rank T< n 
eI,,l(T)d4e,,(T*), (1.2) 
where c = log,( 18 T,(X) T,( Y*) y(X) y( Y*)). 
Proof. We will assume that X and Y are real Banach spaces. In the 
complex case, n-dimensional volume estimates have to be replaced by 
(2n)-dimensional real volume arguments. 
(i) We first assume that X and Y are n-dimensional. Let H and K 
denote the n-dimensional Hilbert spaces the unit balls of which are the 
maximal volume ellipsoids contained in B,. and B,. Then B, is also the 
minimal volume ellipsoid containing B,. Let i: X + H, j: K -+ Y denote the 
formal identity maps. Thus /Ii/j = lljli = 1. The polar decomposition theorem 
shows that the entropy numbers of any S: H--f K are the same as those of 
the diagonal operator in 12 induced by the singular numbers of S. The latter 
being self-dual, we have e,(S) = e,(S*). Considering T: X-+ Y as a map 
between Hilbert spaces, we find with S = j- ’ TiC ‘, 
a:= log,(3T,(X)), h:= log,(3T,( Y*)), m:= [an] + [bn] + n + 2 
e,,,(T:X+ Y)<e,(j-‘Tip’: H-K) 
=e m (i '*T*j-I*: K-+.H) 
<eCa,,,+2(i-1*: X* + H) 
x eChnlt2(jp’*: K-+ Y*) e,(T*: Y* +X*). (1.3) 
Choose in B, a maximal system M= { zj}~~, of points such that 
lIZi - Zj(l )‘* > 1 for all 1 di#j< L. 
Then IJf= I ({z,} + By*) is a covering of B, since otherwise a point might 
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be added to M. On the other hand, the sets ( I:!) + fB,,) are disjoint for 
different i and contained in B, + fB,, E $BK. Thus, comparing volumes, 
L vol,,(+B,*) d vol,,(;BK), 
L’!“< 3(vol, B,/vol,, By.)““< 3T,( Y*) 
using Lemma 1.2. Hence L < 2” ’ for k = [hn] + 2. Thus e[,,,,, + 2(,j* ’ ) 
< 1. Similarly, elan, + z(i* ~~ ‘) d 1. Th’ IS yields e[,,,( 7’) d r,,(T*) by (1.3) with 
c = log,( 18 T2(X) T2( Y*)), since m d [cn] for n 3 2. 
(ii) We now drop the assumption that X and Y are n-dimensional 
and consider Banach spaces X and Y with X, Y* of type 2 and TE L(X, Y) 
has rank(T) <II. Consider the canonical factorization of T 
f T: X”- X/Ker T- Im(T) ’ +Y, 
T induced by T, z projection, and j injection map. Since the entropy num- 
bers are projective and injective up to a constant of 2, and T acts between 
<n-dimensional spaces, we find using (i) 
et,,,,(T) = qm,(.iTd d 2q,,,,(T) 
6 2r,( T*) < 4e,,(n*T*j*) = 4r,,( T*), 
where c = LogZ( 18 T,(X/Ker T) T3( (Im T)*)). Both spaces X/Ker T as well 
as (Im T)* are quotient spaces of type 2 and thus 
TdJ’/Ker T) d T,(X) y(X), TA(Im T)*)<TAY*)y(Y*). I 
Remark. Without type 2 assumptions the following can be shown: 
There is some absolute constant a such that for all operators TE L(X, Y) of 
rank(T) <n, 
em ~n(n +I,( T) 6 4e,,( T* 1. 
In the case of dim X= dim Y = n, one uses the Lewis maps i: X+ I;, 
j: 1; --, Y with /(i-l) I*(i) = n = l(j) I*(j ‘), cf. Lewis [IS], to construct a 
Hilbert space factorization of T. The analog of Lemma 1.2 for i, j can be 
proved along the lines of Gordon and Reisner [6]. Estimates of L’!” 
similar to those in (i) now involve IITll, lIT-‘II, which can be bounded by 
n, yielding the logarithmic factor. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that X and Y* are of 
type 2. Then for any TE L(X, Y) and b:= TZ(X) T2( Y*) 
c,,( T) G a,(T) d bc,( T), d,(T) d a,( T) d bd,( T), rzEN. (1.4) 
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Proof: Let E > 0 and choose a subspace X, c X of codimension <n with 
IITI&lI ~(l+E)C,(n. 
By Maurey’s extension theorem [ 111 TI X, has an extension to X, S: X + Y 
with II4 d~ll~lx,,lI, SIX”= TI,. Therefore, T- S has rank <n and 
a,,(T)< IIT-(T-S)11 = IlSll <(l +~)bc,(T). 
The statement for the Kolmogorov numbers follows by duality. 1 
The following proposition is due to Carl [ 11. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. There is some absolute constant a > 0 such that for all 
Banach spaces X and Y with X, Y* being of type 2, all TE L( X, Y) and all 
nEN, 
( i 
,o, q(T) ‘I” d UT,(X) TA Y*) e,(T). 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let X, Y be Banach spaces with X and Y* of type 2. 
Then we have for all TE L(X, Y) 
a,(T) d de,( 0, 
where d:= a( T2(X) T,( Y*))‘, a from Proposition 1.5. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 1.4 and 
Proposition 1.5. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We reduce (1.1) to rank n operators by 
approximation. Let c be as in Lemma 1.3 and TE L(X, Y). For E > 0, 
choose T,, E L(X, Y) of rank (T,,) < n with I( T- T,ll < (1 + c) a,,(T). Then 
eCc,17(T)G IIT- T,,Il +el,.,1(T,,)6(1 +E)~,(T)+~~~~~(T,J 
By Lemma 1.3, ecc,,( T,,) < 4e,( T,*). The principle of local reflexivity yields 
a,,(T) = a,,( T*) for compact operators T (cf. Pietsch [ 13, 11.7.41). For non- 
compact TE L(X, Y) at least a,(T) d 3a,( T*) can be shown. Hence, 
ec,,,l(T)d3(1 +~)a,,(T*)+4e,(T,*) 
<3(1 +E)a,(T*)+4llT*--T,*II +4e,(T*) 
6 l5(1 +E)a,(T*)+‘le,,(T*) 
6(15(1 +&)(a(T,(X) T,(Y*))2+4)e,,(T*) 
where the last inequality follows from Corollary 1.6. The right side 
inequality in (1.1) follows by duality. 1 
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Rezurk. By a modification of the proof of Theorem I.1 and Lemma 1.3 
one can show: For any c > 0 there is ~JE) E N such that for all n > n, 
d ‘+I ii,, z,(T)de,,(T*)6de,(, ,,,,,(TL (1.5) 
d being as in Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < E < 1. To prove the statement, one has to 
change m in (1.3) to m = [an] + [hn] + [CUZ] +2 for a suitable 
x > 3( a + h)/c, yielding 
e,,,( T) d 4r1,,,1( T* 1 
for rank n operators T. Since (a + h + cc)(n + 1 )/an is less than (1 + E) for n 
larger than 3/s, standard arguments using the monotonicity of the entropy 
numbers will imply (1.5) for rank n operators. The approximation 
argument above remains unchanged using (1.5) instead of (1.2). 
In the proof of Lemma 1.3 we used the entropy numbers of diagonal 
operators on Hilbert space. Pietsch [ 131 showed in 12.2.5. that an operator 
D,: l2 + 12, (x,,),:= , H (a,,~,,),:_, has pth power summable entropy num- 
bers iff CJ E I,, without calculating e,JDrr) explicitly. We now give an 
asymptotic formula for e,,(D,) in sequence spaces. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let X he a real Banach space with a l-unconditional 
basis [.x,~~~,. Let o,>o,> ... 20 he decreasing and D,: X-+X the 
diagonal operator induced by x, F+ r~,x,. Then for all k E N 
sup2 ~h’1(~,~~~~,,)“‘~ek+,(Do)~6~up2~k’n(~,~~~a,,)1~“. 
,i E N ,,t Rb 
Proof: For the left inequality, choose n E N. Let X, = span{x,}:=, c X 
and D~:=Dd,,yn:X,,-+X,l. Then ek+,(D,)3e,+,(Dz) and with B,,:=B,” 
any covering D:(B,,) c IJfl , (I.?,} + SB,,) with 6 > 0 yields the volume 
estimate 
(0, ... c,z) voL(B,) = voL(D”,(B,)) 
< 2k6” vol,,( B,), 
2 -h;‘“(cJ, ” CT,,)“” < 6. 
Thus, 
e,+,(D,)3ek+,(D::)32~k:“(a,...~,,)’!”. 
To prove the right-hand side inequality put 6:= 8 SUP/~ N 2pk”(a, . . a,)“’ 
and, for a given F > 0, choose n E N with 
6d(8+e)2~k:“(o,...a,,)1i’~. 
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If all cr, ,..., on are >6/4, let K= n. Otherwise, determine r E N by 
(r,, , < 6/4 < (T,. Using similar notation as above, choose a maximal system 
of points {Z,],“=l in D;(B,) with 
ll~l - Z’ill x, > d/L l<i#jdL. 
Then D’,(B,) c U:*=, ({Z,} + 6/2B,) m view of the maximality of the system 
{ ?,f,“= ,. Letting B = B,, any element in D,(B) can be written as 
D,x = Cp”=, (T;E,x; for x = Cp=, aixie B. Since {x;}pcl , is l-unconditional, 
we find 
D,x= i CJ,CL,X~+ f CT;LX,X~ E D;( B,) + 614 B. 
,=l ,=r+l 
Thus, D,(B) c U:L, ({-T,} + $sB). Hence, P~,~~~,~, + 2(D,,) d $tS. 
To estimate L, note that 
,c, ({~fj}+6/4B,)ED’,(B,)+6/4B,E2D’,(B,) 
is a disjoint union sitting in 2D;(B,). Hence, 
L(6/4)' vol,( B,) < 2’(a, ‘. . a,) vol,( B,). 
By choice of n E N, (a, . . . cr,) d 2k(6/8)‘. Therefore, 
Ld(8/6)‘(a,...o,)b2”, 
implying ek + ,(D,) d :S. Letting E + 0 ends the proof. 1 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let X he a real Banach space with l-unconditional basis 
{xl],%,. Let a,ao,>, ... >0 and D,:X+X the operator given by 
xi H IJ,X,. Then 
Proof: Obviously, e, + , (D,) >, a,/2 yields the implication “a.” Assume 
now awl,,. Let O<q<p and BEEP be positive decreasing. Then 
pn d JJp,lJqnp’lq for all n E N. Proposition 1.7 gives 
e~(D,)dc,II~ll,k~‘iY, kEN, 
with cq depending only on q. Apply this to the sequence p = (a, . . . gk, O,...) 
to get e,JD”,) < c,, (c,“=, a;/k)“Y. Hence, 
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where the last estimate is Hardy’s inequality, cf. [7]. 1 
Remark. Similar statements hold in the case of complex Banach spaces 
if the exponent kjn in 2 k+ is changed to k,J(2n); one has to use the 
(2n)-dimensional volume in C” = jwz’7. 
2. APPROXIMATION. GELFAND AND KOLMOGOROV NUMBERS 
In this section we derive some general estimates for s-numbers using 
probabilistic methods. {g,, j}:, = , , (h, ,}: i=, , and ( g,} := , will denote stan- 
dard independent Gaussian variables. For (x, ) :‘= , c X we let 
THEOREM 2.1. Let TE L(X, Y) with T=C;=, x,*@y,, {z-c,*} c X*, 
{ y,} c Y. Then ,for k <n, 
For the proof we need the following inequality of Chevet [2]: 
(Chevet’s proof included a multiplicative constant fi on the right-hand 
side which was improved to 1 in [S]). 
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Pvoof: Without loss of generality we may assume that { yi};=, are 
independent. Therefore, there is a biorthogonal sequence { y:}:, 1 c Y*. 
Let G(w): X-+ Y, P: Y + Y, and G*(w): Y+ Y be defined by 
G(w)=k-“* i gi,i(w)xI*Oy, 
,,,= I 
k 
p= 1 YTOYj 
,=I 
n 
G*(u)=~~“’ 1 g,j(O)y,*O.Y, 
I,, = I 
and let H and H* be defined as G and G*, respectively, with variables Iz,,~ 
on a different probability space. Obviously rank(G*PG) < k, and easy 
calculation shows that T = E( H*PH). Therefore, 
ak+,(T)d[E,/lT-G*(w)PG(o)ll 
= E,, IIE,.(H*(w’) PH(o’)) - G*(o) PG(o)ll 
d IE,,IE,. 11 H*(d) PH(o’) - G*(o) PG(w)JI 
= 6, k,i 2 
!I ( 
H*(d) + G*(o) 
vh > ( 
p Ww’) - G(w) 
J- ) 2 
-G*(o) PH(o’) + H*(d) PG(o)ll. 
(H*(w’) + G*(w))/@ and (H(o’) - G(w))/d have the same distribution 
as H*(d) and G(o), respectively. Moreover, they are independent, hence 
we obtain 
Fix Q’ and let H* = H*(w’). Then by (2.1) we get 
IE,, 11 H*PG(o)ll = E, k- I” i 
II 
i g,,Jo) x7 0 H*( yj) 
I=1 j=l II 
<k-I!2 
\ &A 1x7 ):‘= ,) k,, 
(I 
i: g,(u) H*(Y,) 
/=I II 




Now we integrate over 0’. sZ( { H*(w’) JJ,}:= 1) is the norm of the operator 
k-“2 i f hJw’) ej@yi 
r=l ,=I 
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mapping /t to Y, hence by inequality (2.1) it follows that 
L,,h( { ff*(w’) J’,) :-, ) 
Theorem 2.1 now follows from this, (2.2), and (2.3). 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Ler TE L(X, Y), {Y, ):I= , he a basis of X and 
yj = T(x,), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then vt’e have for k < n 
ck+,(T)G 
~/IC:‘=,g,~,ll +J=&,(:J$L) 
EIIC:‘= 1 gjX,ll -@ F2( {xi)~‘= 1)’ 
ProqJ: We shall need the following inequality due to Gordon [IS] 
Let 





then dim(L,,) = n - k except on a set of measure 0. Therefore we have a.e. 
ck + I ( T, 6 /I TI L,,ll = suP 
lld2= I Il~~Z,k t, Cy= 1 gi, j(O) xJ 
suP~~,~~2= 1 IIC::: t, cJn= 1 tTi,,(W) Y,ll 6. 
lnf,,,112= , llC:zf 1, C:= , gi.,(w) x,/l 
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We multiply by the denominator and integrate with respect o w. The left- 
hand side can then be estimated from below by (2.4) and the right-hand 
side 
from above by (2.1). This yields Proposition 2.2. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let SE L(X, Y) and y; E S(B,), i= l,..., n, be linearly 
independent. Moreover, consider ZE L( Y, I;) with I( yi) = ei, i = l,..., n. Then 
one has for k < n 
Proof Given E > 0, choose a subspace L of Y of dimension <k and 
vectors w, E L, i = l,..., n, in S(B,) such that 
(1 +E)dk+,(S)> IIYi-“‘II 
for all i= l,..., n. We have 
(1 +E) 4, I(S) i Il~*(e?)ll b i IIYi-will IlZ*(e,*)ll 
r=l i= 1 
>,n- i (wi, Z*(e,*)) 
i= * 
=n-tr i Z(w,)@e* . 
( i== I 1 
Since dim L d k, we obtain 
-<Ji; {IIZII ,,kl +44c+,(S)+J& 
640 49 3-3 
Therefore, we get 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that dim(X) = dim( Y) = n and thaz SE 
L( X, Y) is an invertible operator. Then Mle have for all k < n 
c~+‘(S)>Y~(S~‘))’ inf{d(E, I;-“)IEz Y, dim(E) = n - k 1. 
Proof There exist A E L( Y, I;), BE L(I’;, X) such that yz(S ’ ) = 
l/All IlBlj and S ’ = BA. Let 
a= IlAII (inf{d(E,I;mk)lEc Y, dim(E)=n-k)) ’ 
There is a subspace L of A’ such that ck + ,(S) = IISI J, where 
dim(L) 3 n -k. We claim that there exists a vector x,, E L such that 
IIS-x,,II =1 and IIB ‘-qI/ 6 CI (2.5) 
since, otherwise, we have for all x # 0, x E L, I/B ‘xl/ > crIlSxl/, therefore 
IIB ‘~11 >rilSxll =crllA ‘B ‘xl/ >cxllAIl -‘lIB ‘xl/, 
which implies that d(S(L), 12 “) < llAIl c( ‘; but this contradicts the 
definition of CX. Using (2.5) we obtain 
c/s+ I(S) 3 /I~I,I/ 3 lI~x,llill~oll 3 (4Bll) ‘3 
which ends the proof. 1 
Remark. Let s be the largest dimension of a 2-isomorph of 1; in the 
space Y. Then, by using Theorem 5.2 in [3] we get 
J[F>c(n-k)‘!2/inf{d(E,I’;pk)IEc Y} 
for some absolute constant c > 0. Hence we obtain from Proposition 2.4 
~,+,(S)>c(n-k)“~.~~‘~~y~(S -‘)-I. (2.6) 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we apply the previous results to derive asymptotic 
estimates for the approximation numbers of the identity maps between 
general symmetric spaces as well as the spaces of operators c; and special 
tensor product spaces. The first results are direct corollaries of Section 2. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Let {xi};=, c Y and ( y,}:, I c Y be normalized 
l-unconditional bases of X and Y, respectively. Define id, y E L(X, Y) by 
id,, ,,(xi) = yi, i = l,..., n. Then we have for k < n, 
ak+ ‘(id, y) 
if 1 d k < max{I.$,(n), j-‘,(n)} 
‘#2 maxii,,( I.,(n)}; if max(I.$(n). E,?,,(n)} 6 k, 
where c = c( T,(X*), T,( Y)) is a constant that depends only on the type 
2-constants of A’* and Y. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 2.1 since 
E~({x*}:= ,)= max f tix* = 
Ii II 11r1/2= 1 ,= 1 
max Ave ii!, kt;x,fii <m T2(X*) 
/11l12=1 Ik 
and 
and similar inequalities hold if we interchange (x7 }:=, and { yi};= 1. Also 
we have to observe that 
=E2((yi}?;I)&2({X:}:=I)~~T2(X*)T2(Y). I 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let {xi>;= 1 and { y,}:, , be normalized I-symmetric 
bases of X and Y. Let id, y E L(X, Y) be defined as above. Then we have 
where c = c( T,( Y)) is a constant that depends only on the type 2-constants 
of Y. 
Proof We apply Proposition 2.3. Since {y,}:, 1 is a l-symmetric basis, 
i$, III*(e*)Il = i Ilv~ll =n. 
r=l 
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Using the fact that a Banach lattice of type 2 is 2-convex and applying the 
argument in the proof of Proposition 3.7 [8] we find 
Thus we obtain 
The previous two corollaries together yield 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let {x,}:=, and {y,}:=, he normalized l-symmetric 
bases of X and Y. Let id,, ,, E L(X, Y) map x, to y,, i = l,..., n. Then we have 
for all 1 <k < n/2 
where c= c(T,(X*), T2( Y)) depends only on the type 2-constants of’ X* 
and Y. 
Remark. For X = $‘, Y=c, ldp62dqba and k<n/2 we obtain 
the results of Gluskin [4] again. For some further applications in the case 
k > n/2 we need Gluskin’s method. 
DEFINITION. Let X= (R”, )I. 11) b e n-dimensional and NE N, a > 0. We 
say that X has N a-essential extreme points iff there are elements 
i, ,..., %,+, E Bj; with 
aB, c r(i, ,..., i,,,) G B,:, 
where I?(A) denotes the convex hull of a given set A. Gluskin [4] used this 
concept to prove 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 8 > 0, a > 0, n, NE N. Assume that X= (W, I/. 11 x) 
and Y = ([Wn, II.11 y) have N a-essential extreme points bvith 
N < (A) exp(B2 n/4). Then there is c = c(a) depending only on a such that 
a,(Zd: X + Y*) d ~(6’ Jm + t12(n/k)). 
Gluskin applied this to X = Y = pi, 1 <p < 2. We consider X= Y= $ @ ir l;, 
which is the dual of X* = Y* = I$ of, 1;. = L(I;, l;;,), where l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 1 < p < 2. Then there are a,,, h,, > 0 such that 1; @ A 1;: 
has N a,-essential extreme points for some NE N with 
N d exp(b,n2’P’). 
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Proof: By [4], 1; has N <exp(fl,r~~‘~‘) a,-essential extreme points for 
some ap, /I,, > 0 depending only on p. Denote them by AI,..., AN. Then 
II~,0~~il11;2d 1 and 
$B i;~nI;‘a~WOyI llxll~;= llvllI;= 1) 
GT(A;@A~I~,~= l,..., N)cB$. 
Since N2 d exp(2fi,nZ”“), this proves the lemma with ap = a;, b, = 28,. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let 1 <p < 2. Then there are constants ap, 6, > 0 such 
that ci has N a,-essential extreme points for some NE N with 
N d exp(b,,n2’P’+ ‘(ln n)). 
Proof By Gluskin [4] there are ap, fi, > 0 such that 1; has A4 
a,-essential extreme points for Md exp(fl,n2’P’). Thus there is 
A:= {i.‘,..., i”> c B,; such that 
a,B,;GT(i,‘,..., A”)& B,;. (3.1) 
Moreover, the proof of Lemma 1 of [4] and the remarks before it show 
that the I.’ can be chosen in such a way as to have support 
S, := (j E { l,..., n} / Iii # 0) of cardinality 
lS;l < [n”“‘] + 1. 
Let 6 = n 2 and choose a &net A in B,; of cardinality 
L:=ldl6(1+2/6)“dexp(2nln2n). 
Let 
TE L(I;, I;)\ T= f ikXk OYk with A=(&);!,E/~, 
k=l 
-x,,ykEA and c,(T)62 . 
I 
Since for each i, (S;l < [n”“‘] + 1, the number of different elements in C can 
be estimated as 
1216 /Al 2( r+ 1 + 11 I /i , 
d exp(4n(ln 2n)(n21P’ + 1) + fipn2jP’) d exp(bpn2’P’f  In n) 
for some b, > 0. We claim that for n 2 4a; ’ 
(2a,)-’ B,,:ET(TITE~)E~B,;=~B,;z, 
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which would prove the proposition. The right inclusion follows from the 
definition of C. To prove the left inclusion, let TE c; with cP( T) = 1. Then 
there are J.E$, Il;lllP= 1, and orthonormal systems ( uk); = 1, (ok); = I c 4 
with 
T= f A,u,@v,. 
k=l 
Choose xk, y,~d with IJuk -x,ll,;<n- 2, Ilr~,-~~~Il,;<n~*. Further, by 
(3.1), there are (ai),M_, G R+ with C;“=, a, < “d-r such that ,I = Cf”_, a,A’. Let 
k=l k=l 
Then T = C;: = r ai Ti and elementary estimates show 
cATi-Sj)dc,(T,-S,)<2n ‘, 
c2(SI) G ~*2( T,) + c2( T, - S,) < /Ii.‘/1 2 + 2/n 6 2 (n 3 2). 
Hence, Sj E E and S:= z; =, a,Si E z; ‘T(C) provides an approximation of 
T with 
c,A T- S) 6 f a,~,( T, - S,) < 25 ‘/n < 4 
k=l 
for n > 4~; ‘. Now let T’: = T- S and repeat the argument with T’ instead 
of T. This yields S1 E 4~; ‘r(Z) with 
cP(T1 -S’)<$. 
Continuing this with T’:= T’ - S’, we find S’E (l/2’) E;~‘T(C) with 
c,(T’-S’)< l/2’+‘, T’+‘:= T/-S’. 
This gives with So:= S 
T=S0+T’=So+S’+T2= ... = f S’E2a,l~(q, 
I=0 
which is what we claimed. m 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let 1 <p -C 2. Then with constants independent of 
1 < k < n2, but depending on p, 
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For k> n2/2 one has at least: If k <n2 - b,n3-2’P(ln n) then d;’ 
J;1’-kn-(‘i2’~ ‘/P<ak(Id: c;+ c;,) <d, dm n~(‘/2’--11p 6, and 
fn’- b,n 3-2’P(lnn)<k<n2 then max{n’-2’p, d;’ J-n } -(l/2)- l/P 6 
a,(Zd: c; --t c;,) d d,n’ -~ *jP(ln n). 
Proof If 1 <k d n*/2, the upper estimate follows from the obvious fact 
ak < 1 in the case k d [n3-*‘p], and when [n3- 2’p] <k < n2/2 from 
Theorem 2.1, where we use the estimate d(c;,, c”,) < n’lP’ and inequality 
(2.1) to obtain 
If n2/2 <k < n, the upper estimates are derived from Gluskin’s 
Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.6. The lower estimates are a consequence of 
Proposition 2.3 in the case k < n2/2, and of Proposition 2.4 for k > n2/2. To 
apply Proposition 2.4 one has to know that largest 2-Hilbertian subspace 
in c;, has dimension of the order n3p2’p (see Example 3.3 [3]). For k > n2/2 
we also use the estimate a,(Zd) 3 IlZd-‘/l-’ = n’-2’P. 1 
Remark. Probably the logarithmic terms for k > n2/2 are not necessary. 
The approximation numbers a,(Zd: c; + c;) for 1 <p d 2 <q < co can be 
derived in a similar way, as in the case of 1; the case p’ = q is the essential 
one. 
When p = 1 we have 
PROPOSITION 3.8. For 1 <k <n*, 
k; 
if l<k<n 
a,(Zd: c’; + c”! ) - 
if ndk<n2/2 
Jnnp312; if n2/2<k<n2-n 
-1. n , if n*-n<kkn*. 
Proof We apply the same proof of Proposition 3.7 for p = 1, but with 
In n replaced everywhere by 1 because we know that ~‘1’ = 1; 0, I’; has 
IV= exp(bn) a,-essential extreme points by Lemma 3.5. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let 1 <p d 2. Then with constants independent of 
1 d k =$ n, but depending on p, 
1 1 < k < [n”P’] 
a,(Zd: 11 @ K 1; -+ 1~~ BE l;,) - n’lP’/$ [n2’P’] < k < n2/2 
n--2lP n2 - [n*‘P’] < k < n*. 
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For n2/2 <k < n2 - [n2tp’] one has 
a,(Id: 1; on I; + 1;s BE I;,) 6 d, Jn/n 1 + ’ ‘f. 
Proof: The upper estimate for k d n2/2 again follows from Theorem 2.1 
and 
n 
E C g,.,eiOej 
II I! 
< dpn’jp’, 
i.J= 1 1; OF /; 
which holds by Chevet’s inequality (2.1). The upper estimate for k > n2/2 
again follows from Theorem 3.4 using Lemma 3.5. For the lower estimate 
in the case k < n2/2 we again use Proposition 2.3. To do so, one has to 
estimate 
from above by n’@. This is seen as follows: For any TE L(Iw”, KY), 
/I TI( ,;* = rc2( T: 1; + 1;) d IlId: 1; -+ l;ll (I T: 1; -+ I;, 11 
x n,(Zd: 1;, + I’;) 
Remark. For n2/2 < k<n2 - [n21P’], the given upper estimate is 
probably asymptotically optimal. This would follow from Proposition 2.4 if 
the largest dimension of a 62 Hilbertian subspace of 1;) 0, I;, could be 
shown to be of order n2jp’ (as in the case of I;,, cf. [3]), which is true in the 
case of p = 2 at least. 
Note uddrd in pruqJ: After tinishing this paper, the following result concerning the duahty 
problem for entropy numbers was proved by H. Konig and V. Milman (On the covering 
number of convex bodies, to appear): For any i. > 0 there is d= J(I) > 1 such that for any 
finite rank operator u: X + Y between Banach spaces and all j > i.. rank(c) one has 
q,,,,(c)G2r,(r*L c[,,,,(r*) < &,(I.). 
Moreover, d(i.) + 1 for j. + z# 
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